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Abstract
Pre-existing structural features in the basement of the Manantiales Behr (MB) oilfield show NNW-SSE and ENE-WSW oriented faults which were
evaluated with emphasis on their geometry and kinematics. To understand how these inherited structures may have played a role in the structuration of the
sedimentary succession of the area, strike orientation and displacement analysis using 3D seismic data. The NNW trending faults have relative straight
lines relating to planar faulting, while the other ENE oriented faults are defined by two strongly curved collinear traces and are associated with a listric
faulting. Both lineament in time slice at 1760 mseg (TWT) shows “V” shape in the oriental zone of MB. For the late Jurassic- early cretaceous the first
NNW oriented basement faults show a complex horst, main target of the field, associated with smaller curved faults connected to a hard-linked synthetic
relay ramp. For the upper Cretaceous-Tertiary this fault complex evolved to an echelon system with individual E-W strikes developed over basement
structures. Another fault complex oriented ENE - WSW is characterized by small parallel faults segments to the main basement structures and associated
to collinear faults linked by transfer faults with a general fault network arrangement that mimic the strongly curved trace underlaying. The differences
exposed in this work evidence the influence of basement faults during the propagation of smaller faults on the overlaying sedimentary sequences, which
are oil-bearing units. The modern stress shows a SH min 10°-190° and SH max 280°-100° at Lower Mina del Carmen Formation (Albian) levels
according to breakouts and induce fractures analyzed in two boreholes at 5 and 15 kilometers from the study area, this framework correlates with
paleostress reconstructions from Upper Cretaceous sequences at the Cerro Dragón field. The interaction of this extension direction and the basement
faults must have developed a coaxial and no-coaxial extension phase during the Late Cretaceous at an oilfield scale. This has important implication to
evaluate flow pathways and horizontal migration linked to faults architectures. At the same time, it is a contribution for understanding the faultscontrolled topography to infer orientation of coeval fluvial systems.
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